
 

ISSUE 7 JUNE 2018 

Here again, and a bit ahead of the prior schedule in order to get in a final plug for the August 3 Reunion. The 

deadline for registrations is June 30 to allow us time to get our finalized information to the facility by mid-July.  

I had intended to reprint the form here but doubting much value in that so will simply say if anyone reading this 

needs it just email me a request. Can’t think why it might be needed, but now that I think on it, yes, I can. 

Registrations to this point have been surprisingly good as many people hold off until close to the due date. But 

it is helpful – and reassuring - to get early returns. By way of encouragement to anyone still on-the-fence, as of 

mailing time we have 48 class members registered, and with significant others a total of 73 attending. That’s 

looking like more of the class, less in total than 2015 based on the returns expected. 

The new approach to the 50/50 raffle has been very well received – to the point where some favorable (thank 

you very much!) comments have been attached to the returns. As noted both 50s may be awarded depending on 

what decisions are made regarding future gatherings so I will be interrupting the proceedings for a few minutes 

to sort that out. 

My announced concerns about the lack of material for the newsletter ongoing have brought forth some 

contributions for this and at least one more issue. Some are from previous contributors, and with thanks, 

although I had hoped to hear from a larger portion of the class – and still do. The size of one submission here 

requires that items from Nick Galluzzi and Rolly Jalbert will be delayed until the January issue. 

The 50+ Breakfast: 

We have been asked to defer mailing the Breakfast notice until June 8. Only those who have requested the 

notice will receive it and most will be via email. A limited few who have indicated an interest in attending but 

do not have email service will receive a mailed copy from the Breakfast Committee based on information we 

will provide. This event is held to provide an alumni scholarship to a BHS student and an effort is made to hold 

down mailing costs by snail-mailing only to people expected to or very likely to attend. Please note this has 

nothing to do with this reunion committee. We are using the contact information we have to make as many 

members of the class of 1958 aware of the event and make it possible for them to attend – particularly in a 

reunion year when many more are on hand. This has worked well for ’58 and we have made a strong showing 

compared to other classes even in non-reunion years. On receipt of your notice, please print it out and complete 

it, and mail it to the Breakfast Committee as noted – along with a stamped, self-addressed envelope for the 

return of your tickets. This is a ticketed event and no tickets are sold at the door. 



I’ll open with … 

John Maglio’s supplied image of a recording from the joint concert by the Salem and BHS bands: 

 

And you can’t hardly get those no more! (George Goebel ?) 

Another artifact comes by way of Shaun Silverio: 

My thanks to Shaun for coming up with what may be the only existing copy of Briscoe Briefs 1955. Shaun 

kindly offered to let me scan it before I realized it was a considerably larger document than I expected. His now 

coverless copy – completed by “adapting” a ’53 cover I have – runs to 72 pages which is too large to include 

here in its entirety due to the file size limitations. 

So, I have extracted only the key pages (at low resolution to permit e-mailing) and recreated the missing front 

cover for the benefit of those in that group. 

Omitted are mainly literary contributions from the students and advertisements from some civic minded local 

businesses. Selections from these can be printed on request - or not for a small fee. 

The group of photographs submitted by Pat Critcher that appeared in the last issue was clearly marked as 

Division 8-3, 1953. The pictures thus taken in the 8
th

 grade I believe are the same used here. I doubt that class 

photos were taken in two successive years, so this group of Briscoe students only was apparently from those. 



What this brings to mind is – was there a similar book put together at Memorial – and might anyone out there 

have a copy? I was in that group and do not recall such, but then … . 

It appears that something like only a third, possibly less, of the class remained at Briscoe. I had always thought 

it was an even split, but the entire class was probably well over 300 at that time.   

I also find from Shaun that gym classes were no longer held in the Y but in a refurbished gym in the school 

itself. That would have been problematic for Charlie Pelonzi (Science) in maintaining discipline as I recall. 

Shaun being a fellow Mechanical Drawing student brought to mind a matter related to Memorial where Paul 

Crosby taught the course. My recollection is that he had a heart attack at some point during the year but cannot 

recall just when. Mr. LeBlanc was detailed from the High School to cover during his recovery (which extended 

beyond the end of the year). Does anyone recall when that all took place?   

Please note the misalignment affecting Peter Jaffe (no doubt explaining the pained expression). 

The book:  

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Art Newman - from California: 

… sends his regrets that distance prevents his attending the reunion but wishes to be remembered to everyone. 

Art and his wife of 51 years winter in in their 27 foot RV trailer in Chula Vista, CA, 60 miles south of LA and 

spend their summers (May to October) in a cabin in the Sierras near Truckee. Their son Todd and grandchildren 

live near Chula Vista allowing for frequent visits. 

As may be remembered from issue 1, Art relocated to California in 1966 after earning his MA in American 

History and taught in Sacramento for 30 years. 

Both Art and his wife Patricia are in good health (you know you’re getting on when you make a point of that, 

but there it is). Prospects for the immediate future look good provided they get clear of the passes before the 

snow flies and they wind up in a Bret Harte story – or a Donner Party. 

Pat (Teakles) Critcher writes of her plan to be relayed to the reunion with the help of two sons, one taking her 

as far as Albany and a second from there to Beverly. A series of medical issues prevents her from driving, and 

also from twirling a baton as her timing is affected. This I assume from having tried so points for that! 

She reports six great-grandchildren at last count. Grandchildren all doing well but scattered (tell me about it!). 

One granddaughter is an ER nurse in Pittsburgh, another a Navy doctor presently stationed in Japan. She runs 

marathons, has been in Iron Man competitions, and plans to hike Mt. Fuji (about now) with her visiting father. 

She also notes representing her father who was BHS ’22 at the Breakfast. “Always a Rial (sic) Sider” I expect 

she’ll do some touring of the old neighborhood. Changed some; bring Kleenex. 

 Gene Swift, regrets being unable to attend this 

year, but contributes this photo of a visitor for a 

couple of months last year that he enjoyed despite 

the mess on his driveway: 

 

Joyce (Dolloff) James sends her regrets from 

Vermont. A medical issue will keep her from 

attending the reunion. Temporary we hope, but she 

sends a “hello.” 

 

Al Turner also regrets that health issues of the past 

five years will prevent his attending. 2020 also 

unlikely but wishes to remain on the mailing list.  

 

 

 

 



Noel Tracy writes -- 

I recently read that Wenham kids had been attending BHS on and off since 1907. I was one of them. At the time 

I lived across the street from Don Brooks, whom you previously read about in these pages. Building the 

Hamilton-Wenham Regional HS was helped along by BHS running out of room. The last class with Wenham 

students graduated in 1963. 

I wish I’d know Nick Galuzzi was at RPI. He was not far off in assuming I would have a career in nuclear 

physics. I did study it at RPI for two years while working on my MS degree after attending Tufts for my BS in 

physics. Several of my Tufts classmates went on to Tufts Medical School and may have run into Nick there. 

After RPI I went to work for Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics in Groton CT. I spent a year training 

to be a test engineer for the nuclear reactors installed on submarines. However, I found the possibility of 

working 7 days a week for weeks on end not very appealing, so I floundered around a bit until I found a 

fledgling Nondestructive Testing (NDT) development group in the Nuclear Quality Control Department. I knew 

nothing about NDT until I sat down with an ultrasonic testing instrument and taught myself how to use it. As 

the saying goes, the rest is history; I spend the next 40 years working with various methods of NDT. If you 

recall the culture of the late 60s/early 70s, you will probably understand why some people thought 

nondestructive testing was some sort of peace movement. In any case, NDT has long been used in the medical 

field even though it’s not called that; e.g., ultrasonics and radiography are used in both the medical and 

industrial arenas to characterize or find flaws in human bodies and industrial materials respectively. These are 

only two of the many industrial NDT techniques in use today on things such as bridges, auto wheels and 

aerospace parts. I even heard NDT mentioned on TV recently 

At Electric Boat one project I worked on was a prototype automatic inspection system for finding flaws in 

submarine hull welds. You may remember Admiral Rickover, the father of the nuclear navy. Around 1970 he 

declared that the company should be building ships, not doing R&D, so the company said, “aye, aye sir” and 

dissolved nearly all R&D groups. Interestingly a few years later R&D was resurrected and the weld inspection 

system I worked on was further developed and commercially sold as a generic computerized inspection system 

that was eventually licensed to an NDT company. I used several such systems later in my career. 

When our R&D group at Electric Boat was dissolved, we all started looking for jobs elsewhere. I ended up 

taking a job at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB) near the home of the Wright brothers (Dayton OH) 

as a contractor working in the Materials Laboratory. Indeed, during my years there I helped develop inspection 

procedures for stealth aircraft materials, as Nick Galuzzi predicted. In many cases we didn’t know what the 

materials were being developed for. A few projects involved helping graduate students at the Air Force Institute 

of Technology complete their materials engineering degrees. The Institute was across the street from our lab, 

which didn’t exist at that location when Don Brooks attended the school. I did cross paths with Don later; the 

company I first worked for when I went to OH was actually based in Niles IL, not far from where Don lived. At 

the company itself, I ran into a former colleague NDT group at Electric Boat. Small world. 

I spent the rest of my career at WPAFB. It was always interesting because of the variety of materials and 

structures we tested/inspected, from new materials being developed at the lab or in-service parts from aircraft. I 

got to travel to various bases around the country from Florida to Alaska. We introduced new inspection 

procedures developed because of an aircraft part failure and performed inspections ourselves to monitor the 

condition of relatively new (at the time) nonmetallic composite (e.g., graphite/epoxy) aircraft components.  



After 40 years in Ohio my wife and I moved to Lisbon Falls ME into a new passive-solar house on a lot carved 

out of our daughter’s farm. We chose Maine to be near one child who seemed more geographically stable. Our 

son lives near San Diego. Of course we’ve visited him many times but haven’t run into Nick yet. I help my 

daughter doing occasional odd jobs around the farm. We get to watch and partake of the beautiful vegetable 

crops she produces and sells through a Community Supported Agriculture program where about 150 

shareholders make weekly pick-ups choosing the vegetables they like. She raises a few pigs and turkeys each 

summer also, so we get to see them as they are rotated around the pasture areas. Never would I have imagined 

living on a farm especially one run by our daughter who as a child was never interested in helping in my tiny 

vegetable garden in Ohio. 

Life has treated us well. We still enjoy travelling, going to concerts and just puttering around. Various conflicts 

always seemed to interfere with my attending previous reunions, but I hope to attend the 60
th

. 

Peg Bright contributes … 

The Bus Stop Girls: formerly known as: Peggy Bright, Judy Campbell, Linda Columbo, Ruth Finniss, Georgie 

Jason, Pam McCoy, and Kathy Pope. 

Best Forever Friends 

We all grew up on the same hill (in Ryal Side), or very close to it. Peggy, Judy, Kathy, Ruth, and Pam began 

first grade together. Linda did also but in the “other” class. In those days the classes were never mixed - except 

at recess – until junior high. Kathy was late in the neighborhood when her family moved from Winthrop 

Avenue to Eastern in the 4
th

 grade, and Georgie arrived from Winthrop in our junior year in high school. Ruth 

moved away to New Hampshire in our senior year. 

The fun we had in elementary school! We went home for lunch (except during the bad winter of 1947-8) and in 

the later years could watch a couple of 15 minute soap operas if somebody had a working TV. During school 

vacations we were often back at the school “grounds” to play ball and ride our bikes. Jean Bernier’s mother was 

the school matron and would sometimes let us into the building. It was exciting to drop a volleyball (that did 

double duty as a dodgeball) from the balcony to the hall floor below to see how high it would bounce. We once 

got to see the slate wall in the boy’s room and got to wash our hands in the big round basin. 

We skated on Carr’s Pond in winter, and squeezed through the fence across Elliott Street to go sledding on the 

golf course. In the spring we would be back at Carr’s Pond to catch pollywogs, and in summertime games of 

hide and seek went on until the streetlights came on – the signal to get home, or else! 

In the 8
th

 grade we moved to Briscoe – downtown. We (occasionally) walked to and from school and would 

sometimes stop to play on the old railroad turntable next to the Federal Street trestle before proceeding home on 

Bridge Street. Braver souls – not to be named – would sometimes take the more adventurous route over Green’s 

Hill. 

In the 9
th

 grade some changes were made to accommodate the rapidly increasing grade school population. The 

new Memorial” junior high was opened and our class split. We all moved to the new school to become the first 

9
th

 grade class to graduate from there while about a hundred remained to complete 9
th

 grade at Briscoe. A first 

8
th

 grade came in along with most of the city’s 7
th

 grades to create space in the grade schools, and junior high 

became “middle school.” 



As our formal education proceeded we informally made use of the “kissing shed” (where someone got a nail in 

[his] back) – those who know, know; those who don’t, won’t) – attempted to “learn to inhale” Camel’s filched 

from Kathy’s father, and threw parties in Linda’s basement. Ruth had Halloween parties in her grandparent’s 

garage and Elvis parties in their cellar. 

After high school everyone went their separate ways – college, nursing school, cosmetology school secretarial 

school, and work. Soon there were marriages, children, and still work. Although our lives took different paths 

we eventually got back together. Pam visits often from Virginia and we visit Ruth in New Hampshire. 

Over 70 years later, still Forever Friends; still getting together and having good times. We recently lost our first 

Bus Stop Girl, Linda Columbo. We all miss her. She had been looking forward to our next reunion, but she’ll be 

there in our hearts and memories. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                           

… and in closing, an old Aegis page  

from Judy Cambell: 

(Lyrics to Class Song accompanied, 

but withheld for security reasons –  

being that someone just might 

remember the tune and try to sing it.) 


